CALL FOR PAPERS
for the

1st INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC CONFERENCE

STATE (IN)STABILITY:
Past, present, and future
perspectives for the nation-state
organized by Libertas International University, 13 November 2020, J. F. Kennedy 6b, Zagreb

TOPIC FOR 2020: STATE COLLAPSE: ACTORS, PROCESSES, JUSTIFICATIONS
The 20th century witnessed the creation of a large number of new states. This was largely due to the processes
of collapse and weakening of European colonial empires
and the correlative processes of decolonization and anticolonial nationalism, both in the interwar period and after
World War II. The collapse of existing states and creation
of new one’s was initially legitimized by classical European liberals or liberal nationalists, and was most popularly
expressed through the idea of national self-determination as stressed in Wilson’s fourteen points. Several new
states were created based on this idea at the end of World
War I, and the same trend would soon be followed by peoples from other continents.
The processes of state creation and state collapse
in Europe continued at the turn of the millennium with,
among others, the collapse of Yugoslavia, with various
separatist movements actively functioning on the continent and elsewhere. Since all of the above are politically
and ethically interesting phenomena, the interests of the
1st annual conference on state (in)stability will focus on
the tensions between separatist claims to independent
statehood and states’ claims to sovereignty and territorial
integrity, and on the theoretical framework within which
such tensions can be observed and analyzed.
The goal of the conference is to explore the challenges connected with actors, processes and (moral, political,
legal and other) justifications of state collapse through
various disciplines and fields such as: political science,
history, national and international security, philosophy,
ethics, religion, cultural research, economics, demographics and migrations, law, psychology and sociology.

ORGANIZING COMMITTEE:
Stipe Buzar, Libertas International University,
sbuzar@libertas.hr
Vladimir Filipović, Libertas International University,
vfilipovic@libertas.hr
SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE:
Nerzuk Ćurak, University of Sarajevo,
Bosnia-Herzegovina
Jacob Dahl Rendtorff, Roskilde University, Denmark
Ivan Dodovski, University American College Skopje,
North Macedonia
Josip Glaurdić, University of Luxembourg, Luxembourg
Tvrtko Jakovina, Faculty of Humanities and Social
Sciences, Univeristy of Zagreb
Tvrtko Jolić, Institute of Philosophy, Zagreb
Andrej Krickovic, National Research University
Moscow, Russia
Josip Mihaljević, Croatian Institute of History, Zagreb
Damir Mladić, Libertas International University, Zagreb
Petar Popović, Faculty of Political Science,
University of Zagreb
Stefano Pilotto, Univerity of Trieste, Italy
Costas Stratilatis, University of Nicosia, Cyprus

Abstracts should be sent to conference@libertas.hr.
Abstracts must contain:
• Name and Surname of author(s)
• Affiliation of author(s)
• Title of Paper
• 250 - 300 words
• 5 – 7 keywords

Abstract Example
John Doe, Unknown University
How to Write a Conference Absract
Abstract: This is an example of how to write an abstract for the conference. All
abstracts must contain 250 – 300 words. They should be written in Word .doc or
.docx format. They should be sent to conference@libertas.hr. The text should be
Justified (CTRL+J). Submissions for the conference must contain authors name
and surname, affiliation, title of paper, abstract and 5 – 7 keywords.
Key Words: Conference, Abstract, Author, Affiliation, Title.

The deadline for submission of abstracts is 31th August 2020.
All speakers who wish to submit full papers can do so by 1 February 2021. All submitted papers will
be considered for publication in a special issue of International Studies (https://hrcak.srce.hr/medunarodnestudije), a journal for international political and other issues.

Participation fees: the first State (in)stability conference is
funded by Libertas International University’s project
on Processes, actors, and justifications of state
collapse, and requires no participation or registration
fees from participants.

